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The Evolution of Apparel Sponsorships 
 

As I completed Shoe Dog, something that struck me about Phil Knight was how much he 

detested the concepts of advertising and to the extent, sponsorship of athletes, teams and 

additional franchise brands. He said so himself when the company signed their first professional 

athlete endorser, Ilie Nastase, when Knight thought he “was being robbed” for paying the tennis 

star $10,000 to officially wear Nike shoes. Throughout the book he discusses some of his early 

attempts to get Nike into the hands of celebrated athletes and teams, to bring the Nike brand into 

the forefront of consumers’ minds. It was common that these sponsorships came down to the 

apparel company that pays the most, but I wanted to look deeper into the industry today and see 

how the industry has evolved from simple logo-facing opportunities. 

 

Athlete Sponsorships 

The first thing that struck me while reading this book was Knight’s discussion with Bowerman 

when he returned from the 1972 Olympic games. Bowerman talked about the “scandalous 

behavior of Puma and adidas throughout the Games” and how they were competing for the 

attention of the participants. Both companies appeared to employ scandalous methods of 

securing last-second deals with the athletes, including illegally brought gear and payouts. 

Bowerman reported that many athletes were training for the Games in Knight’s Blue Ribbon 

Tigers, but decided not to compete in them. As Knight proclaimed, “We had not a penny for 

endorsement deals”. 

 

Moving forward to the industry today, athletic endorsements are no longer just about competing 

in the shoes/apparel on the biggest stages in sports. These deals are about much more. Athletes 

have begun to work with these apparel companies in their pre-event training, in order to ensure 

that they have the proper equipment needed perform their best during their competitions. 

Michael Phelps, one of Under Armour’s most prominent pitchmen in the last two Summer 

Olympics, signed his first deal with the company in 2010, focusing on “his dry-land gear, which 



is a huge part of his training”. Fast forward to 2016 and Phelps was front and center in Under 

Armour’s elements before and after his success in Rio. The same could be seen when a player 

goes through rehabilitation, as Derrick Rose did in 2012. At the time he resigned with adidas, the 

company offered their support by offering him to rehab his knee injury at Athletes’ Performance 

(now known as EXOS); a sports performance facility adidas has been primary partner since 

1999. 

 

In addition, we have seen the industry evolve from just wearing an apparel company’s shoes and 

into full signature apparel lines around the athlete’s brand. When an athlete become a large 

enough star through their performance, the Big Three apparel brands (Nike, adidas and Under 

Armour) reward the athletes with their own line, believing that their notoriety will lead to sales 

for the company. Shoe Dog acknowledges this way of thinking when Knight discusses the 1976 

Olympic Trials and briefly discusses how many of the participants were “wearing Pre 

Montreals”. While I cannot confirm that Knight choose to rename this brand of shoe in honor of 

Steve Prefontaine after his death, this to me represents the primary reason apparel companies 

seek to associate themselves with athletes.  

 

The biggest example is how Michael Jordan and his brand has become large enough to be 

considered a separate entity of Nike, expanding to compete for elements like athletes and 

universities under Jumpman branding versus the Swoosh. Even LeBron James or Kobe Bryant, 

two of biggest stars of this generation, has been unable to recreate Jordan’s success in the 

consumer market.  

 

However, basketball is not the only sport that we see these attempts to create a new brand under 

an athlete’s popularity. The biggest sport that has seen success in these endeavors is Golf. Tiger 

Woods and his creation of the TW Collection of clubs, apparel and footwear with Nike is the 

biggest example. However, the sport has seen the some of the game’s greats embark on similar 

partnerships in order to create their own brand within the sport, including Arnold Palmer, Jack 

Nicklaus, Greg Norman (Reebok) and Gary Player (Callaway). Today, the Palmer umbrella and 

the Nicklaus golden bear have grown large enough to become nationally recognized amongst 

average consumers, the goal of these athletes when they launch their own product lines. Norman 



has recently rebranded his company and entered a joint venture with an investment group 

specifically designed to take the company global. 

In addition, we have seen the apparel companies start to initiate partnerships with celebrities in 

the worlds of Hollywood and music, with the idea of creating similar sales as with athletes. 

adidas appears to have gone all in on such apparel lines, given the popularity of the Yeezy brand 

of shoes and clothing line (Kanye West) and partnerships with DJ Khaled and Snoop Dogg. The 

company used this momentum to retake the number two spot in apparel sales from Under 

Armour in 2016 and its competitors are attempting to recreate this success, Nike through Kevin 

Hart and Puma through Kylie Jenner and Rihanna.  

 

Team-Wide and University Sponsorships 

The evolution of apparel sponsorships with full teams (even leagues) and universities was 

touched upon in Shoe Dog starting with the 1972 Oregon-Oregon State football game. Knight 

had convinced Oregon to wear Nike’s waffle-soled shoes for that year’s Civil War game. He 

continuously referred the players as “MY Ducks” and when they scored a touchdown wrote 

“Nike 7. Beavers 0.” The passion displayed by Knight for his alma mater exemplifies the 

difference of being a college sports fan compared to other sports. The bond between an alumnus 

and their school is one that transcends any job, relocation, family loyalties, etc. and this is why 

so much money is being poured into the industry. Sports Business Journal notes that “$280 

million. $252 million. $250 million. $174 million.” were the values of the apparel contracts 

signed last year by Texas, Ohio State, UCLA and Michigan alone. Combined with the vast sums 

of money spent on the television broadcasts of college sports, these apparel contracts represent a 

significant branding opportunity in brand exposure and licensing dollars from product sales.   

 

As Professor Clark has mentioned multiple times in class, the primary reason for consumers to 

purchase the latest sports apparel is to wear what the players/staff wear during the games. It is 

especially true in collegiate sports as many companies are licensed a university’s trademark(s) 

for apparel, but the top selling pieces are consistently those worn on the sidelines of games 

and/or designs from the “official athletic supplier of [BLANK] University Athletics”. It is why 

when previous authentic apparel is about to become out-of-date due to a new official supplier, 

like what happened with adidas and Michigan last year (Nike/Jordan), the previous adidas 



apparel was severely marked down because fans are not interested in paying full price for 

“obsolete” clothing.  

 

Another aspect these partnerships have evolved in college sports is how on-field designs 

influence recruiting. The evolution of an apparel company’s uniforms impacting a potential 

student-athlete’s decision of where to go to school was seemingly acknowledged as far back as 

2011. At the height of Oregon’s ascension to a college football national power, Nike’s endeavor 

towards bringing the Ducks to the top of the sport had been completed with SBJ writing that the 

company had “created a cool factor for [the Ducks] that wasn’t there before. And cool means a 

lot to 17-year-old recruits”. Last year, 100 of the top football recruits were surveyed and 72 of 

them agreed that a school’s “uniforms have a great impact on my perception of the school”. In 

fact, the two schools that the most recruits responded saying had the worst uniforms were 

Alabama and Penn State, two of the most iconic uniforms in the sport. This apparel revolution 

changed the landscape of the entire sport and all collegiate sports for that matter, as the other 

sports began to introduce radical uniform designs as a way to stay relevant amongst recruits.  

  

Another observation is how the relationships between universities and their apparel partners 

leads to opportunities for unique events. One such example is the upcoming Phil Knight 

Invitational, where 16 college basketball programs (all Nike partners) will compete in a one-off 

tournament to start the 2017-18 Season. Given their partnership with Nike, each school is 

presented as “elite college basketball program”, even if they have not made an NCAA 

Tournament since 1996 (Portland). This will follow in the footsteps of Under Armour, who 

created a doubleheader event at the beginning of last season with four of their university partners 

at Madison Square Garden. Should the PK Tournament this November prove to be successful, 

we can expect the Big Three to continue the creation of such events and perhaps expand the 

concept to an early season college football match-up. 

 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, this paper only provides a brief overview of ever-growing significance of apparel 

sponsorships with individuals and franchises/brands. I did not even get an opportunity to discuss 

the battle between the Big Three as official providers of the major sports leagues, Nike – NFL, 



NBA; adidas – NHL, MLS; Under Armour – MLB (in 2020). Apparel sponsorships are a 

segment that is expected to continue expanding and making an impact through branding. One 

thing is for sure though; they have evolved to a point of simply being a logo placement.  
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